
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

75 Talamine Ct.  Colorado Springs, Co.  80907   phone:  719-634-0611 

 

Montezuma-Cortez School District RE1 

400 N. Elm 

Cortez, CO  81321 

 

 Dear School Board and other interested Parties: 

 

 I am writing on behalf of Iron Mountain Demolition with respect to the issues raised by the letter 

which was delivered to many people regarding the delivery of clean-fill material to a property in 

Montezuma County. 

 

 First, I would like to extend our deep regret for the commotion caused by a decision we made for 

disposition of certain material.  I fully understand the problems caused by Mr. Robbins’ accusations, 

whether substantiated or not, and I note that we, also, have gone through levels of anxiety and concern. I 

am one who chooses carefully what battles to fight, and I can say without hesitation that this is not a 

battle I would have selected, had I had any inkling of the flurry of activity that resulted.  

 

 After considerable reflection and further exploration, we would like to offer our explanation and 

justification of our choices in this matter. 

 

 As I represented in my letter of June 16th, 2017, Iron Mountain operated under the sincere belief 

that our actions were legal and responsible. Nothing we have learned since the publication of the letter so 

far has altered that opinion, although we will await the outcome of certain investigations.  Most of the 

accusations of Mr. Robbins can be dealt with by reviewing the extensive documentation of the removal 

and clearances for hazardous materials. Obviously, we would have not considered Mr. Fish’s request 

unless we were comfortable of this fact. The suggestions that this was to save money is an equally 

incorrect assertion, as I shall explain below.  

 

 This choice was made partially in consideration of the School District’s request that we work 

with locals as much as possible. When Mr. Fish approached us and requested that we send the fill to him, 

we wanted to assist his need, and to utilize his trucking, but we also proceeded with our due diligence: 

 



 

 

History of Iron Mountain Demolition: 

 We were contracted in part due to our references. We offer these, and to many others as well, as 

testament to the fact that we are as reputable as any demolition contractor with whom I am 

familiar. 

 We are reputed, rightfully, to be conscientious and abide by regulations as we understand them. 

 We have no violations with any agency. 

 We do not try to cut corners to save money. We perform with integrity. 

Origin of the fill site: 

 Attached is a letter from Mr. Robert Fish acknowledging that he contacted us and requested this 

material. We did not solicit this site as an alternate fill site. Initially, our proposal was predicated 

on recycling the concrete and block material at D&L Construction. However, we were pleased to 

have the opportunity to assist a local landowner, instead of using another local source. 

Appropriate fill site and Absence of financial motivation: 

Patrick Meade, the CEO of Iron Mountain, personally visited the site to assure himself that this 

was a legitimate request, and that there were no issues to be dealt with. As I noted in my previous letter, 

we wanted to be sure there was no water, that it was private land, and that it was already a fill site. 

 He did discuss with the landowner that there was not any material to cover the clean-fill 

with (Commonly referred to simply as “cover” or “daily cover’.  

o Mr. Fish agreed, but felt his equipment might not be reliable enough to excavate 

for this cover material. At our own expense, we told Mr. Fish that we would call 

for a Cat D-5 dozer to be shipped from Colorado Springs to assist. We did not 

have an operator, so we simply loaned him a piece of equipment.  

o Just for information, it costs roughly $2000.00 each way to bring heavy 

equipment over the distance and 2 passes. By contrast, he total amount that I had 

attributed for the tipping cost of recycling the concrete was well under $4000.00. 

This means that at best we would break even, but certainly there was no financial 

advantage to us. We did not ask Mr. Fish to pay for this equipment. 

o We calculate our out-of-pocket cost for trucking to be about $55.00 / hour. We 

contracted with 2 locals at a higher rate than we would have paid in-house. Mr. 

Fish, hauling to his own fill area, charged us about $75.00 / hour, and for a 

smaller truck than we would have used. Again, it was not in our financial 

interest, but to meet expectations of the bidding documents, and engender a 

friendly relationship with the community. 

 Mr. Meade ascertained that this was already a fill site. He made a reasonable assumption 

that Mr. Fish, through the years, had already been vetted for bringing in clean fill, since it 

was obviously already filled, as are many other properties on the same road. We have 

since ascertained that Mr. Fish has been bringing fill to a dry area for several years. 



 He noted that the area was 50-100 ft. from the nearest water. We have since ascertained 

that there is no connective waterway nor is this a wetland (which would have been 

obvious on the site visit.) 

 We had a long discussion with Cara from the Army Corp of Engineers (ACE) in 

Durango. While she has yet to make a site visit, our discussion of the location while 

viewing Google Earth together with her suggested that this was previous fill area, was not 

wet, was not a drainage, and would not have required a permit. We await her final 

statement. We have arranged to meet with her and Mr. Fish in the near future. 

Hazardous Materials: 

 We were aware of the extensive testing performed by agents of the school district, and 

had copies of all inspections and the clearances for asbestos and the mercury containing 

floor, which was appropriately abated by others. 

 We had obtained the required permit from the State of Colorado, and were able to show 

him that the material was clean fill. 

Construction Debris: 

 We did not send regulated solid waste to Mr. Fish. 

 We sent only clean fill that is exempt from solid waste regulatory oversight. 

o Please review the documents from the State of Colorado that I have attached, and 

highlighted.  

 We are cognizant of the push by the federal and state governments for “landfill 

diversion,” and we have performed may LEED projects with great success at re-use and 

recycling. This was a further effort to achieve our corporate policy 

 As Mr. Fish noted in the attached letter, we fully and conscientiously complied with the 

request that the material contain only concrete, block, and brick.  

 Mr. Fish also approved the tipping of asphalt, but we do not place asphalt material 

anywhere but a recycling center. While we could construe the exclusions of CDPHE to 

include asphalt, our company policy is to treat it as a material that does not benefit the 

environment as it degrades. 

 There are many questions raised in emails from CDPHE Air Quality. I am not going to 

address them here, but allow me to state that we would be going way beyond the norm, 

beyond accepted practice, and beyond what is required by other contractors, to adhere to 

these.  For the duration of this project scope, we obliged and followed the School 

District’s request to send all remaining material to the landfill. In that sense, we are 

satisfying the comments of the air quality division. This issue will be further vetted at a 

later date. 

 

In conclusion, I wish to reiterate that Iron Mountain Demolition has to date acted in accordance 

with the regulations as we understand them.  We feel that we will be vindicated as each agency 

reviews the circumstances and its own regulations. We sincerely hope that Mr. Fish will also be 

vindicated, as we certainly have no desire to see this project cause harm to a local rancher. 

 



 

  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 Michael Dyer 

 

VP, Iron Mountain Demolition 

719-323-0961 

mdyer@ironmountaincs.com 



Fish LLC

25160 Road G, Cortez, CO  81321

June 15, 2017

Iron Mountain Demolition

ATTN: Dennis

75 Talamine Ct.

Colorado Springs, CO  80907

Dear Dennis, 

When I read in the Cortez Journal that the contract to demolish high school had been awarded to Iron 

Mountain Demolition,  I contacted your company about work for my truck.  I told Dennis at Iron 

Mountain that I have a farm south of Cortez that has an area that needs clean concrete and asphalt fill 

for leveling the land.  

On my first day at the jobsite, I discussed with Terry, the equipment operator, that the concrete going to 

our farm had to be kept free of wood, fiberglass, or anything other than concrete, brick and asphalt.  

There has been no evidence of anything being used on the Fish farm that has not met our requirements.

June 15, 2017 we were informed that a person filed a complaint as to our project which has shut down 

the project and perhaps jeopardized our arrangement.  I want to be completely cooperative in satisfying 

any requirements that our efforts in this project are compliant with all laws and environmentally safe.

Sincerely, 

Bob Fish
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